A formal system FL m , " is proposed to analyze the specification of concurrent programs. The soundness theorem for FL m , n is also proved.
§1. Introduction
In order to have reliable and modifiable software system, it should be very important to give a precise specification of the whole computational processes.
It is especially difficult to describe a detailed specification of a concurrent program.
In [1] and [2] , one of the authors and his colleagues proposed a new specification technique called Process-Data Representation (PDR). The process data interactions in PDR are specified mainly by using formulas in the forcing logic (FL) which intends to describe constraint conditions for concurrent processing.
The formal logic for the specification description should express the essential properties of the target system. That is, we should choose several fundamental concepts in the target system and embed them in the predicate logic. Since the introduction of many concepts might make it difficult to define the formal system, it is necessary to carefully introduce only a few concepts which maximize readability.
There may be several fundamental concepts, for example, those relating to the number of objects, forcing, prohibition, constraint, priority for some actions and so forth. In the forcing logic, the concept concerning the number of objects involved in some activities was introduced.
Furthermore, for specification analysis, we should need a formal system which will enable us to conclude some situations from given specifications.
In the present paper, we propose a formal system FL m " to analyse specifications described by formulas in the forcing logic. The following notations are used:
< .*!,..., x n y k is a set of the subsets of {x l9 ... 9 x n } whose cardinality ^ k, [x l5 ..., xj fc is a set of the subsets of {x l9 ... 9 x n } whose cardinality ^k and intuitively <*!,..., x n y k >-+Y means "the element of <*!,..., x n y k (at least k out of n objects {x lv .., x n }) should do the operation to only the element of 7", [x l5 ..., *"]&-* m eans "the element of Y may be done the operation only by the element of [*!,..., jc n ] fc (at most k out of n objects {x l9 ... 9 x tt }) andX=>Ymeans "the element of X do 1 the operation to the element of 7". Then, for example, the specification of the conditions in the dining philosophers problem can be described as follows:
(*)
where phk (/c=l,...,5) represents the philosopher k and fi (z = l,..., 5) represents the folk /.
And [p/?l,..., p/f5] 2 =>[</5,/l> 2 ,..., </4,/5> 2 ] 2 is deducible from (*) in our system, as shown in Fig. 2.1 -Fig. 2.4 . In Section 2, we shall present the system FL mtn and give some examples of the proof figures in FL m>n . Also, in Section 3, we shall prove the soundness theorem for FL mjll . We believe our definition of FL mjl will lead to prove the completeness theorem, however, we do not succeed the proof yet. The completeness theorem has been proved with slight modifications of the system since submission of the paper.
For the simplicity, the system FL niitJ treat with the predicates *>-**, *-»*, *-», *-», >->* and *=>* only. However, it is easy to extend the system to a formal system containing the ordinary predicate logic.
In the following lines, for a set X, we denote the power set of X by the cardinality of X by \X\ and X-^} by X + . §2. The Formal System FL mtn
In this section, we shall define the two-sorted language 3? m^n and twelve deduction rules for the formal system
The language & mtH consists of 1) Constant symbols, We define the p-terms (respectively d-terms) inductively as follows : Let 7i, n' be sequents. TT' is said to be an immedaile consequence of TT, if there is a deduction rule such that n is the upper sequent and n' is the under sequent, n' isdeduciblefrom 71(71 h-7i'), if there is a sequence 7r 0 ,..., n, of sequents such that 7T 0 = 7r, n, -TT' and TC /+I is an immediate consequence of n f for / = 0,..., /-I.
We say that S=>Tis provable from /\, r 2 (r,, r 2 f-S=>T), if r, ; T 2 ;; [Pi,--, PmL^Crfiv, dflLl-r!; F 2 ; J; S=>Tfor some J.
In the following we shall give an example of proofs in the formal system FL 3 3 (the cigarette-smokers' problem). We show that 
The above proof is so complicated that we try to abbreviate the deduction rules. We abbreviate AJ-D) to the following AM s t >->r 1 In this section, we shall show the soundness theorem for FL m>n after defining a standard model of a sequent. Let X, Y be sets, u be a subset of P(X) x P( Y), X' be a subset of 0>(X) and j 0 be a subset of 7. We define u, u*, n^u), n 2 
